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Abstract:
Assessing urban ventilation plays an increasingly important role in supporting urban planning/design, especially for high-density cities suffering from weak wind conditions. The assessment of microscale urban ventilation requires vertical wind speed profiles as essential boundary conditions in both physical (i.e. boundary layer wind tunnel (BLWT)) and numerical (i.e. computational fluid dynamics (CFD)) models. However, reproducing vertical wind speed profiles is challenging, mainly due to the practical difficulties in observing upper-air wind conditions especially over urban terrain.

Focusing on wind LiDAR observation and data analysis, in Hong Kong the speaker and local researchers have conducted two studies. The first study aims to address the limitations of lack of validation, by evaluating the accuracy of wind profiles estimated by conventional methods and the sensitivity of CFD-based urban ventilation assessment results to the deviations of these wind profiles. Compared with the first study, in which CFD simulations are conducted in neutral thermal conditions (i.e. heat transfer is ignored), the second study aims to address the limitation of lack of consideration on extreme heat in summer, by including buoyancy effects in both the measurement and modelling work. The new and valuable understandings to improve urban ventilation assessment in high-density cities will be provided.
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